
The Way To Remove Bathtub Strain Stopper 

Water-Pebble shows one of that the simplest method the way to remove a tub drain stopper 

without a time-consuming homework job, no clutter and no problem. With the Tub Fix remedy, 

it is as easy as 123 with 3 basic steps to a glistening new tub drain stopper. We are going to 

demonstrate the way you can take away that old tub stopper and also completely change your tub 

having a glistening new tub drain stopper. Home page for more information about sink stopper 

stuck right now. 

The first step to your glistening new drain would be removing your previous tub drain stopper. 

We show you step-by-step videos on how to get rid of the most typical tub stoppers. As soon as 

your bathtub stopper is taken out, it is easy to install the brand newest Tub Repair with a twist in 

meeting or only set on top of one's old drain using business silicone glue. You don't have to 

eliminate the old drain along with the silicone installment there is no requirement to fix or 

eliminate damaged cross pubs in the drain. 

How To Remove Sink Stopper 

It is simple to learn how to get rid of a bathtub drain stopper after you determine the type of 

stopper you have. Listed Here Are two removal options out of their Most Frequently 

Encountered tub drain stoppers with easy removal instructions: 

Removal Selection: 

Set the bathtub stopper at the closed situation. 

In case the knob is tricky to twist, you may have to make use of pliers onto the knob when 

holding on into the stopper base. 

Then begin taking away the tub stopper by turning the knob in a counter clockwise movement. 

Be sure to carry down the stopper base with your bare hands as you are turning the knob. 

Now that the stopper ought to come out of the drain. 

Removal Alternative: 

In case the stopper does not return out of this drain try to find a established twist beneath the 

cover of the stopper. Loosen the set screw and remove the surface of the stopper. 

Then take a pair of pliers or a flathead screwdriver and take out the stem. 

In the even the knob will come off, but the stem remains from the drain require a flathead 

screwdriver and turn counter clockwise to remove the rest of the parts. 

Regardless of what type of bathtub drain or stopper which you might have, it has not ever been 

better to restore it using an operating and gorgeous new tub drain stopper. Water-Pebble will be 

https://www.waterpebble.com/how-to-remove-a-broken-drain-stopper/
https://www.quora.com/What-should-I-know-before-buying-a-bathtub


here in order to help you each step of the manner, with simple to follow videos and outstanding 

client support to make certain your overall gratification. Consider replacing your over flow plate 

having a glistening brand new escape plate at a matching finish. 


